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THE FAMILY HIRSCHLAND of ESSEN by Dr. Hermann Schroeter
The family Hirschland had a gooQ but not very old name. The
oldest Hirschland in Essen, Salomon Herz, born 1766, moved here
from Steinheim in Hannover where the family was quite numerous.
Only since the decree of March 29, 1808 were the Jews of
Westphalia to which Steinheim belonged, obligated to adopt a
family name. In a 1812 list in steinheim he named himself Salomon
Herz Hirschland, whereby the name Hirschland was an expansion of
the name Herz. The "founder" of the Hirschlands, Salomon Herz
Hirschland, was a butcher and trader by profession, two
professions that were open to Jews of that period. He was also a
religious teacher of the Jewish congregation of steinheim. In
Essen, in addition to his profession, he was also active in the
Jewish congregation as lead singer, prayer leader, cashier and
usher. Since the Essen congregation did not have a rabbi and the
Jews of that time were very religious, he was the outstanding
personality of the Jews of Essen and enjoyed the staus of a
rabbi.
We do not know what caused him t9 move. It may have been the
employment by the Jewish congragation, since Essen did not have
much to offer at the beginning of the nineteenth century. The
fact that in 1811 when Salomon Hirschland moved to Essen it
belonged to the region Berg which had a constitution based on the
French (in France the Jews had full rights of citizenship since
1791) was not important. Steinheim belonged to Westphalia which
also had laws based on the France and the Jews were fully
emancipated.
Salomon Hirschland's wife, Judith also called Guetel or Bendix
(later after her father adopted the name Loewenstein, called
herself born Loewenstein) stayed with her family in steinheim
where she died.in 1815. After the death of his wife he brought
his 7 children, 5 sons and 2 daughters to Essen. We do know that
his fourth son, Simon, walked the 150 km. from steinheim to
Essen.
Of the 7 children of Salomon Herz Hirschland, 2 sons were
students. Salomon became a veterinarian and Moses, the first
Jewish graduate of the "Burggymnasium" became a physician. On
June 12, 1847, after changes in the ordinances the latter was
elected to the town council. A prerequisite for election were
assets of 2,500 "Taler" or an annual income of 450 "Taler", a
significant amount in those days. In 1850, the election law was
changed to a three-class electorate. In 1856, Dr. Moses
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Hirschland was elected to the town council. A nephew of the
above mentioned Dr. Moses Hirschland, Sanitation Advisor Dr. Levi
Hirschland (son of the veterinarian Saloman Hirschland) was
elected to five terms of 6 years (1871-1897). Other Jews that
belonged to the town council in the 19th century were Moritz Beer
(1897-1902), the banker Isaac Hirschland (1893-1902), Wilhelm
Hirsch (1900-1904) and Abraham Gottschalk (1863-1864). It is a
remarkable achievement of the time in which class standing was
almost impossible to overcome, to rise from anonYmity to a
leading position. If one looks for an explanation with the
Hirschlands, it may be because of the potential energy of
centuries of ghetto-living. The rise was achieved in a short
period of time through hard work, frugality, and better school
and university education. Helping, may have been a lack
of traditional citizenship in an industrial society.
The second son of Salomon Herz Hirschland named Abraham was a
merchant and Lottery salesman: the third, Levi, (note the
multiplicity and diversity of the occupations) stocking weaver,
butcher and banker. The founder of the later well-known private
bank "Hirschland" in Essen, Simon was born on Nov. 30, 1807. It
is suspected that early on he had his own business or that he
helped his father. His father died in 1839. On Sept. 1, 1841 he
married Marianne Isaac from Ruhrort and in the same year began a
modest banking business, in addition to trading in wool, meat,
furs, nails, copper, lead, and cattle at 1 Weberstrasse 34.
The two oldest children of this marriage were deaf-mutes. Their
fate caused the parents to make an endowment for a home for the
deaf-mute children of Essen. The following sons, Isaac and
Albert were healthy. The third son, Albert, became a successful
banker in Berlin. He married Franka Isaac in 1877. There were
no children. After the death of her husband, Franka Hirschland,
born Isaac donated 100,000 Mark, which was later increased by
30,000 Mark to the town of Essen for an eye clinic.The "Albert
and Franka Hirschland Haus" belongs to the hospital facilities of
Essen, todays Univerity Clinic. Isaac Hirschland, the second son
of Simon Hirschland, "was big, well built, had an expressive
head, was a clever and experienced man who knew how to deal with
people". After thorough training, he took over the banking
business of his father and lead it to its importance. He dealt
in securities, change and loan business, while trade in stocks
was just beginning. More important than the speculative mining
shares were the change volume. His small banking business grew
greatly with the devopment of the Ruhr area, because he was
active in financing the mining business. Simon Hirschland died on
28 June 1885 and was the first to be buried in the new cemetary
in Segeroth. Isaac Hirschland, known as the "Banker of Essen"
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was in the directorate of the congregation of Essen. He was
instrumental in the hiring of Rabbi Dr. Solo~on Samuel, the first
of the congregation of Essen. He was active in promoting an
association for the advancement of manual labor. For the education
of teachers for Jewish schools, he was involved in the teacher
seminaries in Colbgne and Muenster. As a well known man, he

became a member of the Chamber of Commerce, received the title
"Kommerzienrat" in 1905 and the Red Eagle decoration in 1909.
It was unbelievable that this happened in a city where there was
so much antisemitism recently. The peronality of Isaac
Hirschland broke the antisemitic propaganda.
On the initiative of Isaac Hirschland, a large parcel of land at
the "steeler tor" was purchased and Edmund Koerner designed the
large Synagogue. Isaac Hirschland did not live for the
dedication. As a representative of the city, he was present at
the dedication of the Jewish high school in 1896 and spoke
important words at the dedication of the higher :toechter" school
in Essen.
Important clients of the banking house were Friedrich Grillo,
Mathias Stinnes, R.M.Dinnendahl and above all the Krupp Company.
Simon Hirschland initially was called a trader, then a tradesman,
then a merchant, and finally a banker. Already in 1885 the
capital of the bank was over the million boundary. At the death of
Isaac Hirschland in 1912 not only the Jewish community but the
rest of the Essen Community were mourners.
Isaac Hirschland had 6 children, 2 daughtrers and 4 sons. The
oldest, Agathe married Judge Ernst Gruenebaum from Hamm. Two of
their sons, Erich Otto born March 26,1902 in Hamm and Kurt
Hermann born August 11,1905 entered the banking business.
The Gruenebaums changed their family name as did many Jews during
emigration. They now call themselves Grunebaum (no umlaut). The
oldest Grunebaum,(not so ,the 2nd oldest) a grandson of Simon
Hirschland was educated in banking in London, New York and Buenos
Aires. He opened a new branch of Simon Hirschland in Hamburg
because of the occupation of the Ruhr area by the French. He
emigrated in 1938 and today lives in New York as head of the N.Y.
Hanseatic Corp. founded in 1920 and in which the banking firm of
Simon Hirschland had an interest. Together with his brother Kurt
Herman, he was partner of the Banking firm of Simon Hirschland in
Essen. Kurt Herman also emigrated to the u.S. in 1938.
The oldest son of Isaac Hirschland, Dr. Engineer Franz
Hirschland, born in Essen June 18, 1880, worked first at the
Bethlehem Steel Corp. in New York which changed its name to Metal
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and Thermit

Corp.during

World War 1. (translator

not Bethlehem steel but Goldschmidt Co

)

note --probably

Franz Hirschland was a

co-founder and on the Board of Directors of the N.Y. Hanseatic
Corp. This connection was important for the family Hirschland
after they had to leave Germany because
it provided a financial
backstop.

Of greater importance to Essen were Franz's brothers Kurt Martin
and Dr. Georg Simon Hirschland. Both were students at the
"Burggymnasiums". Kurt Martin entered the banking business in
1905, after careful education in Germany and other countries.
As a banking expert he served on the Board of Directors of many

companies,mines and also was a member of the "zentralausschuss"
of the Reichsbank. Kurt Martin Hirschland was believed to be the
expansive element of the bank. He was very much interested in
academic courses of Professor Doctor Daebritz. He suffered
significantly from the circumstances of 1933 and withdrew from
the bank in 1934 because of medical reasons. In 1938 he

emigrated and died in 1956 in New York. (translatornote nonsense- he went to a sanatarium in switzerland in the early
30's and emigrated to N.Y. after WW2.)
Dr. Georg Simon Hirschland born in Essen July 10,1985 (no,
July16,) studied law in Bonn and Muenster and received his degree
in Muenster. He was considered an excellent lawyer., had
received an excellent education in banking both in Germany and
abroad. Became a partner in 1909 and a co-owner together with
his brother Kurt of the Simon Hirschland Bank. Similar to his
brother, he was on the board bf directors of numerous
companies,mines etc and was vice chairman of the board of the
IIAmsterdameCredit-Maatschappij". Since the bank's 75th
anniversary was in 1916 during the middle of the war the firm
donated 75000 Mark war wellfare work, instead of having an
inappropriate festivity. After the discontinuation of the Ruhr
Fights (1924) he arranged at his expense to hire a swedish lawyer
to defend some of those that had been arrested. Because of his
influence on ~he city and economy, it was not surprising that he
was elected the chairman of the Jewish congregation. It was on
his initiative that a Youth Home (IIJugendheimtt)
was completed in
1932 shortly before Hitler took over. It was located on the Sedan
street where the new synagogue is located today. It was
dedicated to memory of the Jews who died in First World War. It
contained an auditorium, a gymnasium, a cafeteria, a library and
school rooms.
Georg Hirschland was a knowlegeable friend of the arts and
collector. As a member of the Essen museum association, he
belonged to the circle of personalities, Dr. Gosebruch and mayor
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Dr. Hans Luther, who were responsible for the purchase of the
"Osthaus" collection. As a member of the foundation for the
funding of the "Folkwangmuseum", Dr. Franz Hirschland donated
250,000 Mark, Levi Hirschland 10,000 Mark and the firm simon
Hirschland 1,000,000 Mark. Other Jews of Essen such as Dr.
Heineman who committed suicide on the Kristallnacht, A.
Grundmann, Max stern and the firms Muenzelheimer & Co and Hand
L. Freudenberg made significant contributions. The total cost of
the Osthaus collection was 15 million mark of which the Coal
syndicate and the other industries of the Ruhr area made up the
rest. The 2 villas which comprised the Folkwangmuseum were
officially opened on Oct. 29, 1922 and were gifts of Dr. Hans and
Dr. Karl Goldschmidt. The first catalalog of the museum was
written by a Jewish woman, Dr. Agnes Waldstein. The first
treasurer was Dr. Georg Hirschland who was also instrumental in
the purchase of the controversial picture "The Singer Faure as
Hamlet" by Edouard Manet. Hirschland was in favor of bringing the
fresken of Hans fonMarees located in the German zoological

station in Naples to the museum, but this plan failed because of
the opposition of the Italian authorities.
Dr. Franz Hirschland had willed his important collection to the
Folkwangmuseum but as the Nazis and with them the Graf Baudissin,
the successor to Dr. Gosebruchs, as museum director came to power
and abstract paintings and non-Aryan pictures were removed from
the museum, he changed his will.
As Dr. Georg Hirschland wanted to emigrate in 1938 negotiations
took place over his art possessions. Many of the pictures were
on a value list and could not be exported from Germany. The
museum association decided to save the pictures by purchasing
them. The objective evaluation gave a value of 500,000 Mark. In
the end the family only received $7,000 Dollars due to transfer
technicalities. The Museum received paintings by C.D. Friedrich,
Carus, Menzel,Rottmann,von Marees, Calusen-Dahl,Daumier, van Gogh
and Cezanne. After the war most of the property was returned but
the museum kept works of the 19th century.
Dr. Georg Hirschland recognized after Hitler came to power that
it was extremely important for the German Jews during the time of
oppression to act together. He worked together with the Rabbi
Dr. Hugo Hahn of the union of the Jews and for this purpose had a
meeting in his home, the Franzenshoehe, in Essen\Werden on July
23, 1933 with the representatives of the Jewish congregations
ofthe Rhine district. At this meeting it was decided to found an
organization,"Reichsvertretung" representing the German Jews
whose president became the well-known Rabbi Leo Baeck. The first
official meeting was on Sept. 17, 1933. Dr. Hugo Hahn and Dr.
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Georg Hirschland were elected to this organization. The
organizations functions were limited to social and welfare
activities which were the only functions permitted by the Nazi
State. The founding of this organization has become controversial
among some Jews today because they believe it prevented the
prompt exodus of Jews. After the Nuernberg Laws of 1935 the
organization had to change its name to the Jewish Cultural
Association, ("Kulturbund"), and the Palestinian Office of the
Jewish Agency. Eventually the organization was forced to become an
instrument of deportation under the Nazi Heydrich; its work ended
March 1 1943.
In spite of the fact that under the nazi r~gime, Jews were no
longer state citizens, the owners of the Simon Hirschland bank
remained in Essen for several years after the Power Takeover
(nazi takeover). The first negotiations started in 1937/38 with
Dr. Baron Gotthardt von Falkenhausen, who had been a director of
the Essen branch of the Deutschenbank, whose main business was in
Berlin. On April 10, 1938, on the recommendation of the
Hirschlands, Burkhardt & Co. took over the Hirschland bank. (some
details not translated) After the end of the war the Hirschland
family regained a financial interest in the bank.
It should be added that Mrs. Kaete Heinemann a specialist in

foreign exchange at the Hirschland bank was dismissed after the
takeover, as the bank was Arayanized. she was called back as a
specialist. On the 15th of July 1941 she emigrated to the u.S.
via Spain. A gentleman who was connected with the bank Burkhardt
and was himself a Nazi party member warned her of her imminent
arrest, "You are too valuable to perish". Her father, Harry
Heinemann together with his wife starved in the concentration
camp Theresienstadt.
After paYment of vast sums to various agencies (listed in
book-not translated) the family Hirschland received permission to
leave and fled Germany in 1938 via Holland to the united States.
Restitution negotiations after the war resulted in a give back of
part of the fortune and a financial interest in the bank
Burkhardt which had combined in 1971 with Trinkausbank in
Duesseldorf. This bank now carries on the tradition of the Simon
Hirschland Bank.
Although the Hirschland fa~ily were among the wealthier families
of Essen they shared the fate of the Essener Jews. Some lost
their lives in concentration camps; some succeeded in emigrating
literally in the last minute. Their exit permits were always
very expensive. Some members of the family did not want to be
reminded of their German heritage and changed their names. Those
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Essener Hirschlands who survived the persecution and destruction
live in U.S.A., Canada, South America, Holland, England and
Palestine, and many are in different occupations than they were
in Essen. The large Hirschland family was important to the
financial, cultural and city life in Essen during the 19th and
beginning of the 20th century. This was particularly true for
their efforts on behalf of the Jewish community and numerous
charity organizations.
In addition to the bank Simon Hirschland there was the bank Levi
Hirschland on the Viehofer Street. This bank was more important
in the 19th century than Simon Hirschland bank but during the
crisis following WW1 closed its doors. (translator -I don't
believe it. I believe Charles Hannam's and Margot Panofsky's
father Max H. owned the bank up to the nazi days.see p.586).The
last paragraph closed with a list of banks and other businesses
that closed at the end of the inflation).

